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1. Concerning reasoning (sullogizesthai) we had nothing at all 
from any earlier time to report, but simply were kept laboring, over 
a long time, in inquiries by trial and error. (SE 34 184b 1-3 ) 
 
2. For those who are reasoning in accord with standing opinion 
(sullogizomenois kata doxan), i.e. only dialectically, it is clear that 
only this should be determined, whether the reasoning (sullogismos) 
proceeds from things that are as generally accredited (endoxa) as 
possible, so that if in fact something is not in truth (tê(i) alêtheia(i))  
the middle term between [terms] A and B [yielding thereby a 
sullogismos], but it is held (dokei) to be, then the one who reasons 
through this [middle term] has reasoned dialectically.  But with a 
view to truth (pros alêtheian) it is necessary to proceed from things 
[i.e. premises and with them appropriate middle terms] which do 
hold [in true reality].  (APo I.19 81b 18-23) 
 
3. Truth (alêtheia) is the goal of theoretical knowledge..., for... we 
do not know the truth (to alêthes) without knowing its cause (to 
aition). (Metaph II.1 993b20ff) 
 
4. The middle term is the cause (to aition) [of the concluded 
result]... for the cause... is the middle term. (APo II.2 90a6-11) 

 
5. We must distinguish... among these things [proper for use in 
successful reasoning] those where something belongs to a subject 
according to standing opinion (doxastikôs) and those where 
something belongs in accord with truth (kat’ alêtheian). For... to the 
extent that one is more supplied with things that hold in truth the 
more one will demonstrate (apodeixei) [in reasoning by use of them]. 
(APr I.27  43b6-11) 
 

 
6.  One begs the question... [kat’ alêtheian, in a purported 
demonstration], by taking things which would be naturally  proved 
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through the point at issue and [purportedly] demonstrating it 
through them. (APr II.16 64b39ff) 
   
 
7. [Platonists] offer accounts which concern the phainomena 
while their accounts are not in agreement with these phainomena.  
The reason for this [failure] is that they have not acquired their 
principles in the proper manner…  For, holding their principles 
fixed as true they abide any consequence [of them], not seeing that 
it is necessary to judge some types of principles in the light of their 
consequences, in particular of what is final.  The final thing [to 
judge a principle by] … in the case of natural science (phusikê) is 
what, in each case (aei), is authoritatively apparent (phainomenon 
kuriôs) from perception (kata tên aisthêsin).  (DC III.7 306a 5-17) 
 
8. It falls to experience (empeiria) to provide the principles (archai) 
of any subject. In astronomy, for instance, it was astronomical 
experience that provided the principles of the science, for it was 
only when the [perceptual] phainomena were adequately grasped 
[i.e. in the form of genuine empeiria] that the proofs in astronomy 
were discovered. And the same is true of any art (technê) or science 
(epistêmê) whatsoever. (APr I.30 46a17-22)   
 
9.   It seems that not only is it of value to know [the principle 
expressing] what something is (to ti esti) in order to grasp 
theoretically the causes of those [explicable] accidents that follow 
from the essence (ousia)... But also, conversely, to know [in 
advance] these [explicable] accidents contributes considerably to 
[then] knowing what something is. For when (epeidan) we are able 
to give an accounting of the things that are [perceptually] apparent 
concerning these accidents, either all of them or most, we shall then 
(tote) best be able to say something of value concerning the essence.  
For the principle and starting point for every demonstration 
(apodeixis) [concerning any explicable accident of a thing] is the 
definition of what some thing is, so that it is clear that insofar as 
[purported] definitions do not result in [demonstrative] knowledge of 
these accidents [known in advance from perceptual experience], nor 
even facilitate likely proposals about [how to demonstrate] them, 
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they are, one and all, framed for dialectic, and worthless (kenôs) [for 
science]. (DA I.1 402b16ff) 
 
10.    In positing indivisible bodies they [the Atomists] subvert many 
accredited opinions (endoxa) and [independently] many perceptual 
phenomena, concerning which [endoxa and perceptual phenomena] 
there was discussion earlier in our treatment of time and change [in 
the Physics]. (DC III.4 303a20-23) 
 
11.  It is necessary to try to conduct our investigation... in a 
manner such that the difficulties are resolved and the things that 
are held (ta dokounta) do turn out to obtain... For in this way is 
each thing best established. (Phys IV.4 211a7-11) 
 
12.   It is necessary to investigate this [the account of eudaimonia] 
not only with reference to the premises and conclusion of our 
argument [in I.7], but also with reference to the things that are 
standardly said (ta legomena) about it.  For with what is true 
(alêthes) all of the facts (ta huparchonta) are in accord, while with 
what is false the things that are true soon clash. (EN I.8 1098b9-12) 
 
13.    We must pursue our inquiry [into the heavens] from far off, 
not far off in the spatial sense but, much more [importantly], 
because we have perception (aisthêsis) of so few of their features. 
(DC II.3 286a4-7)   
 
14. On these topics, then, [where relevant empirical data are 
unavailable] it is still well to seek for greater understanding, even 
though we have little to go on and are placed at such a great 
distance [observationally] from the events themselves.  
Nevertheless, if we look at things on the basis of the following sorts 
of considerations what is now puzzling would be held (doxeien) to be 
nothing unreasonable (ouden alogon).  We are [so far] thinking of 
the stars as if we were concerned with their bodies only ─ of units 
with a certain arrangement but wholly inanimate (apsuchôn).  But 
we should conceive of them [in line with what is traditionally held] 
to partake in action (praxis) and life (zoê). For in this way what 
results will be held (doxei) to be nothing counter to reason (ouden 
paralogon) . . . Thus we should consider the action (praxis) of the 
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stars [as ensouled living things] to be such as that of [familiar 
different types of] animals and plants [which themselves have 
different typical patterns of action or movement of greater and 
lesser complexity].  (DC II.12 292a 14ff) 
 
15.    1. The different types of heavenly bodies are all divine living        
             things that engage in locomotive action (praxis). 
 
         2. Different types of familiar terrestrial living things engage in  
             various, more and less complex, different patterns of 
             locomotive action. 
           
         3. Therefore, it is not unreasonable (ouk alogon) to hold 
             (dokein) that the different types of heavenly bodies that 
             there are, as different types of living things, also engage 
             in various, more and less complex, different patterns of 
             locomotive action. 
 
 
16.    3*  The different types of heavenly bodies that there are, as 
             different types of living things, engage in various, more  
             and less complex, different patterns of locomotive action.  
                   
17.    To discern what is true and what is like (homoion) to what is 
true is the function of the same capacity (dunamis). At the same 
time, people are also, sufficiently, naturally inclined toward the 
truth, and [thus] mainly reach the truth.  Therefore, the ability to 
aim effectively (stochastikôs echein) [in argument] on the basis of 
what is generally accredited (ta endoxa) [and thus like what is true] 
belongs to one who also is [thereby] able, equally, to aim effectively 
on the basis of the truth.  (Rhet I.1 1355a 14-18) 
 
18.   What everyone holds (dokei), that we say is the case, and 
anyone who tries to undermine this conviction will hardly have 
anything more credible to say. (EN X.2 1172b36f) 
 
19.   Each thing for which there is a function (ergon) exists for the 
sake of [exercising] that function, and the activity (energeia) [i.e. the 
exercise of the function] of a god is immortality which is [some form 
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of] eternal life, so that, necessarily, eternal change (kinêsis) belongs 
to a god.  Since, then, the [first] heaven is such [is a god], since it is 
a divine body, because of this it has that circular body which by 
nature moves always in a circle.  (DC II.3 286a 8-12) 
  
20. 1.  The outer heaven has a function and thus exists for the      
             sake of exercising that function. 
 

     2.  Since it is divine this function must be some 
             type of eternal life activity. 
 
       [3. Purposive eternal circular movement is a type of eternal 
            life activity.  (Cf. Phys.  VIII.1, 250b 14-15, Met XII.7  

    1072b 26-30.)] 
 

        4. Therefore, the outer heaven has that circular body 
     which by nature moves eternally in a circle.  
 

21.    For now we must offer to phainomenon. (DC II.5 288a1-2) 
 
22.    If nature always does what is best of things that are possible, 
and if, just as in the case of rectilinear motions, where that toward 
the upper place is more honorable (timiôtera) [and thus better] since 
up is more divine (theioteros) than down, if in the same way motion 
forward is more honorable than backwards [since forward is more 
divine than backwards] . . ., then it [the heavenly domain, as divine] 
also possesses this [type of] prior and posterior [i.e. forward and 
backwards and, thus, its occupants move always only in the better, 
more divine, direction, namely forward].  (DC II.5 288a 2-8) 
 
23.   There are five states in which the soul grasps truth (alêthuei)... 
art (technê), scientific knowledge (epistêmê), moral wisdom 
(phronêsis), scientific wisdom (sôphia) and theoretical insight 
(nous)... for, it is in belief (hupolêpsis) and in opinion (doxa) [by 
contrast] that error is possible. (EN VI.3 1139b15-19) 
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24.  There is no rightness (orthotês) in scientific knowledge 
(epistêmê) since there is no wrongness (hamartia) there either; but 
there is rightness, namely truth, in opinion (doxa) [since there is 
also wrongness or falsity there]. (EN VI.11 1142b10f) 
 
25. Of the intellectual states in which we grasp truth some are 
always true..., [including] scientific knowledge (epistêmê) and 
theoretical insight (nous)..., while some states may be false, such as 
opinion (doxa). (APo II.19 100b5-8) 
  
 

 


